Project 8: DMND Portfolio
Building a Marketing Strategy

1.Customer Journey Based Marketing Plan

What: your offer

Option 1: Digital Marketing Nanodegree
Create a Customer Journey Based Marketing Plan with the goal of signing up
new customers to the DMND Program in one quarter.
Budget: $50,000
Profit: For the purpose of this assignment, the cost of the Nanodegree is
$999, assume a profit margin of 30%, meaning that Udacity makes $299 in
profit per student that signs up.
Campaigns: We want to aggressively grow the program, but, we want to do it
without losing money.

Marketing Objective: DMND
What is the marketing objective for your marketing efforts? Get 200 new
Nanodegree sign-ups within 2 weeks with a budget of $50,000.

Who Are Our Customers

Phases of the Customer Journey

When+How+Where = Marketing Tactics
Customer
Journey

Awareness

Goal: Help make potential
customers aware of the
product; Try to reach as
many people as possible
Message

Channel

Example: Learn about
digital marketing with
Udacity, a world-class
provider of online
education!

●
●
●
●

Search Engine
Link Building
Social media
Display and Video
Ads

Interest

Goal: Generate
interest in your
product by targeting
those who already
know of your product
Example: Feeling
stuck? Expand your
career with Udacity’s
Digital Marketing
Nanodegree.

●
●

Social Media
(Facebook)
Display and
Video Ads

Desire

Goal: Show potential
customers why your
product is better than
the competition
Example: Unlike
other online
courses, Udacity
offers career
support to help you
establish your
occupational goals.

●
●

Social Media
Content
Marketing/Bl
og

Action

Goal: Help customers
take action on your
site; make it as easy
and as urgent as
possible!
Example: DMND
starts in one week!
Sign-up now to
reserve your spot!

●
●
●

Email
Social Media
Website with
CTAs

Post Action
Goal: Help customers
feel like they are a
respected customer
so that they are likely
to come back and
recommend your
product/services to
others.
Example: Thank you
for signing up for
DMND! Please visit
your classroom to
get started!

●
●

Email
Customer
Service Site

2. Budget Allocation

Digital Marketing Nanodegree
Budget Allocation for Media

Awareness: Budget Allocation for Media
Channels

Planned
Spend

Cost Per Click

Number of
Site Visits

Average
Conversion Rate

Total Sales

Facebook

$2,500

$1.25

2,000

.05%

1

AdWords
Search

$2,500

$1.40

1,786

Display

0

$5.00

0

Video

0

$3.50

0

$5,000

Total # Visitors

Total Spend

.05%

.05%

.05%

3,786

Number of new
Students

1

0

0
2

Interest: Budget Allocation for Media
Channels

Planned
Spend

Cost Per Click

Number of
Site Visits

Average
Conversion Rate

Total Sales

Facebook

$4,000

$0.50

8,000

0.1%

8

AdWords
Search

$3,000

$1.50

2,000

Display

$4,000

$3.00

1,333

Video

$4,000

$2.75

1,455

$15,000

Total # Visitors

Total Spend

12,788

0.1%

0.1%

0.1%

Number of new
Students

2

1

1
12

Desire: Budget Allocation for Media
Channels

Planned
Spend

Cost Per Click

Number of
Site Visits

Average
Conversion Rate

Total Sales

Facebook

$25,000

$0.30

83,333

0.3%

250

AdWords
Search

$5,000

Display

0

$3.00

0

Video

0

$2.75

0

$30,000

Total # Visitors

Total Spend

$1.50

7,500

0.3%

0.3%

0.3%

90,833

Number of new
Students

23

0

0
273

ROI: Budget Allocation for Media
Phase

Total Spend

Total
Number of
Site Visits

Awareness

$5,000

3,786

2

$299

$598

-$4,402

Interest

$15,000

12,788

12

$299

$3,588

-$11,412

Desire

$30,000

90,833

273

$299

$81,627

$51,627

$50,000

107,407

Total

Total Number
of Sales

Profit Per Sale

287

Total Profit

$85,813

ROI

$35,813

3. Work Showcase

Market your Content

Market your Content: Blog Post, Part 1
Blog Post Title: How Digital Marketing Can Help Designers
As an instructional and digital media designer, I have gained much of my knowledge from formal education. I have used such
knowledge to help organizations produce quality educational and digital media content, working with non-profit and corporations alike. But
my experience is not limited to lending my design talents to others’ goals. Through my own growth as a designer, I have also produced and
developed many projects on my own, hoping to get some of them out there into the public’s hands. Like any other creative person, I want to
create products, ideas, and experiences that can be enjoyed and discussed by as many as possible.
One thing that was not taught in my design education was how to be your own entrepreneur. Especially in artistic fields, the
emphasis is to explore your own self and creativity. While most programs will help you design a portfolio and show your skills off to an
employer or your own clients, this does not make you an entrepreneur. A freelance designer is able to sell his or her own design services,
but this skillset does not necessarily translate into selling one’s own products. The concept of entrepreneurship is even more critical in
today’s market; job trends indicate an decrease in long-term employment, especially in the design field. Maybe like me, you have felt a tinge
of jealousy when you see other designers successfully marketing their own products, whether it be through social media or crowd-funding
websites such as Kickstarter.

Market your Content: Blog Post, Part 2
How could one learn how to market and sell their own products?
I found one such potential solution through the Digital Marketing Nanodegree at Udacity. So far I have learned and practiced how to
market through different social media channels. Even though one may think marketing is a bit skeezy, I have learned how important
empathy is in business, and how marketing can help people achieve their goals. While designers are fully aware of the importance of the
concept of the “target audience”, the nanodegree has put a different spin on it... at least for me! By using actual human data via interviews
and surveys, creating ideal customer profiles can give you a sense of the type of people that will use your products!
I also chose the nanodegree since it is a credential that can indicate to employers and clients that you are serious about marketing.
Designers live multiple career lives, so unless you fully plan to live on your own products or start your own business, it is still nice to have a
credential to show off to organizations who can employ you. Additionally, the workload and time commitments have been flexible, important
for those who may have work, school, family, or other activities to do in life.
I am close to a third-way done with the nanodegree. Stay tuned for an update when I finish the program!

Market your Content: Craft Social Media Posts
1.

Post for social media platform 1 (Twitter): Check out my blog post on why I decided to enroll in a digital marketing
nanodegree! #udacity #digitalmarketing #design #learning #mooc

2.

Post for social media platform 2 (LinkedIn): I have been wondering how to market my products better as a designer. To skill
up, I thought about taking some online instruction. I recently enrolled in a nanodegree in digital marketing at Udacity. To read
about my experiences, see my blog post on my website or message me so we can discuss.

3.

Post for social media platform 3 (Facebook): Want to see what I’ve been up to? Check out my new blog post on a nanodegree!
:O

Run a Facebook Campaign

Run a Facebook Campaign: Campaign Approach
For a somewhat narrow target group, I decided to focus on 25-29 year old, American professional single women in
digital media, women who also consider themselves entrepreneurs or are at least interested in entrepreneurship.
These women are a few years out of university and are looking to make the next big moves in their career, and DMND
could help them with that.
Because the focus is to generate email leads, this campaign is earlier in the customer journey where the focus is to
drive awareness and interest of the DMND to members of the target audience.
Through image selection, I decided to showcase women either looking at a digital screen or looking like they are
doing some form of digital marketing. Showing people helps personalize the campaign.
Through the ad headline and body text, I wanted to emphasize taking action on their careers and knowledge by
clicking on the link; the approach is to provide an opportunity for women to feel like they can potentially empower
themselves.

Run a Facebook Campaign: Marketing Objective
Marketing objective: Obtain 100 new e-mail addresses within 4 days with a
budget of $125.

Run a Facebook Campaign: KPI
KPI: Number of unique emails. The number of emails is tracked since this will
be Udacity’s way of contacting potential customers of a particular target
audience.

Run a Facebook Campaign: Ad Set Sample

Ad Images & Results
Image 1

Image 2

Image 3

Impressions: 540
Clicks: 1

Impressions: 711
Clicks: 0

Impressions: 5,071
Clicks: 42

Ad Images & Results
Image 4

Image 5

Image 6

Impressions: 211
Clicks: 0

Impressions: 252
Clicks: 0

Impressions: 625
Clicks: 1

Campaign Results: Performance

Campaign Results: Demographics

Campaign Results: Placement

Ad Set Data: Performance

Ad Set Data: Delivery

Ad Set Data: Engagement

Facebook Campaign: Evaluation
Even though I was not able to track the KPI (via e-mail leads) after the campaign was created and approved, we can
see that the campaign could not have been successful in reaching the marketing objective, as the campaign did not
reach even 100 clicks.
Despite not reaching the marketing objective, the campaign had a decent number of impressions, hopefully
spreading awareness of the existence of the Udacity DMND program.

Facebook Campaign: Recommendations
Key Recommendations for Future Campaigns
1.

I would use images/creative that more closely reflect the first image.

2.

I would use images/creative that more closely reflect the ad copy.

3.

I would also choose a narrower target market, which might help me further refine copy and images.

4.

I would properly set the Campaign Goal so that the actual intended KPI could be tracked

5.

I would run A/B test with the same image by different copy to try to improve the copy.

Facebook Campaign: Additional Budget Approach
Approaching a new campaign with additional budget
My assumptions of using women in the images turned out to be ineffective in the results. The images which only
showed hands had the most impressions/reach. Thus, I wouldn’t necessarily choose gender-based images in a
marketing approach on this campaign in the future; it is possible that people (maybe specifically women) already feel
over-marketed to by easily noted identifiers such as gender and race. Furthermore, while my image choice was more
inspired by the experience of reading a digital marketing ebook and becoming empowered by digital marketing, the
headline copy is “Download your free digital marketing ebook”, which is much more direct. The image that
performed the best most reflects this headline.

Search Engine Optimization
(SEO) Audit

SEO Audit: Keywords
Targeted Keywords to drive user traffic

Head Keywords

Tail Keywords

1

marketing degree

Udacity nanodegree

2

udacity

Online marketing degree

3

digital marketing

Digital marketing degree

4

digital marketer

Digital marketing jobs

5

e-commerce

Social media marketing classes

SEO Audit: Keyword with the Greatest Potential
Head keyword with the greatest potential
Digital marketing
Tail keyword with the greatest potential
Digital marketing jobs

SEO Audit: Technical Audit: Metadata

DMND URL: http://dmnd.udacity.com/
Current

Revision

Title Tag

Udacity Digital Marketing Nanodegree
Program Website

Earn a Degree in Digital Marketing |
Udacity Nanodegree

Meta-Description

[blank]

Do you want to become a digital marketing
pro? Enroll in Udacity’s Digital Marketing
Nanodegree program and become a
certified digital marketer!

Alt-Tag

[blank]

Students learning about digital marketing

SEO Audit: Suggested Blog Topics
Topic: Preparing for the Digital Marketing Job Market
I would write about the knowledge and skills needed to become a hireable digital marketer. I would use real job
postings to help support such a case. Ideally, I would also briefly interview an HR representative at a technology
organization to see their viewpoints. This would help the target market see how the DMND degree corresponds to
in-demand job skills.
Topic: Is Udacity’s Online Digital Marketing Degree Worthwhile?
Many people feel queasy about online learning. This type of blog post would directly answer concerns from
members of the target audience about whether udacity’s online degree in digital marketing is useful, sort of like a
well-thought out review.
Topic: How I Became a Digital Marketing Expert
I would write a brief overview of my journey through the digital marketing nanodegree and how I got a job! This
would work as it would provide a personal connection for audiences, making it seem like the DMND program would
be suitable for them.

SEO Audit: Technical Audit: Backlink Audit
Top 3 backlink URLs for Udacity.com
Used Moz OpenSite Explorer tool
Backlink

Domain Authority (DA)

1

http://www.reddit.com/r/OnlineEducatio
n/

100

2

https://www.huffingtonpost.com/steve-bl
ank/what-i-learned-by-flippin_b_4767238
.html

98

3

https://blog.ted.com/10-places-where-an
yone-can-learn-to-code/

96

SEO Audit: Link-Building
Three relevant websites to gain backlinks to drive traffic to dmnd.udacity.com
Used SEMRush

Site Name

Site URL

Organic Search Traffic

1

Class Central

https://www.class-central.com/

71.6k

2

IEEE: Advancing
Technology for
Humanity

http://www.ieee.org

711k

3

American Marketing
Association

http://www.ama.org

103k

SEO Audit: Page Index
According to the Pingler tool, “N/A” is provided as the
result for dmnd.udacity.com. This is probably because
this website is a subdomain of Udacity’s site, and
dmnd.udacity.com has no pages of its own other than
itself. Udacity has 1170 pages indexed by Google.
Evaluating page index is important as it helps generate
more traffic for your site. The more pages that are
indexed, the higher the chance that someone’s keyword
search (on a search engine such as Google) will match
up with at least one of your pages on your site.

SEO Audit: Page Speed
According to Google Page Speed, dmnd.udacity.com
needs to improve its page speed performance for
mobile, greatly!
Users often browse websites very quickly; a slowly
loading page may not catch users’ interest quickly
enough before they just browse some other site. If
the page is too slow to load, it may not even load at
all, particularly if they have bad reception. Similarly,
the site may be too laggy to be worthwhile
browsing. Lastly, if some images or portions of the
site are not loaded quickly, the user may be missing
important information!

SEO Audit: Mobile-Friendly Evaluation
Using the Think with Google tool, assess the
mobile-friendliness of the dmnd.udacity.com website.
A poorly optimized-site for mobile may mean your
target market cannot comfortably navigate your site. If
the site is difficult or too frustrating to navigate, your
target user may just give up or find that the company of
the website is too incompetent. Some people use their
phones more than their computers nowadays for
internet navigation. Thus, having a well-designed,
mobile-friendly, engaging site ensures that people have
a pleasant experience, something incredibly important
for trying to get people enrolled in an online degree.

SEO Audit: Recommendations
Use Moz to help monitor and continuously identify new keyword searches. People change their search habits frequently.
Additionally, new technologies, ideas, and practices may come about that produce new trends and patterns in keyword
searches. These keywords can then be utilized in the site’s content and metadata to help improve the search engine ranking.
Head keywords are better for generating traffic/volume, while tail keywords can more efficiently help Udacity capture their
target market. If Udacity’s marketing team uses a SEO/analytics software such as Moz, Udacity can consistently track and
improve how to gain more traffic to dmnd.udacity.com via keyword input.
Improve and complete HTML metadata in dmnd.udacity.com’s source code. Google search results are impacted by HTML
metadata. Metadata that is existent, appropriate, and not overstuffed with keywords will help customers find
dmnd.udacity.com. Certain metadata, such as the title-tag and meta description, appear as is in the Google search results; thus
you want to make sure that these metadata are not only the kinds of messages you want to send to customers, but also the
messages that will drive traffic and engagement, moving them along the customer journey. Furthermore, image SEO is
bolstered by alt tag text. Image alt tag text also helps with accessibility or in case an image does not load!
Optimize page loading speed. According to Google PageSpeed, dmnd.udacity.com’s performance is poor on mobile and needs
work on desktop. Having a fast and responsive website is critical in engaging potential customers amidst the fast-paced and
multi-tasking nature of modern web-browsing. Some quick fixes include compressing images and minifying HTML and
javascript. There are existing tools such as YUI Compressor and HTML Minifier that can do this easily. Google uses page loading
speed as a barometer in how a website will rank in search results.

Run an Adwords Campaign

Adwords Campaign: Approach Description
Our target market for the “Get Your Startup Started by Google” course campaign is an ambitious Australian
female, late twenties to late thirties, who spends a good amount of time at home. She currently works at least
part-time and has a bit of spare time, so she is looking to start her own online business, but doesn’t know where to
start.
As is seen in the section example, I will create two different ad groups as follows: 1) Awareness - for those
who are at the earliest stage of the customer journey, not even aware of online courses for startup training; 2)
Interest - for those who are interested in online courses for startup businesses but may not have yet felt a strong
desire to take one.
Thus, for the awareness ad group, I will focus more on Udacity as a provider of business knowledge. For the
interest ad group, I will focus more on why free learning online through a course can help one start a business.
The keywords for the awareness campaign will be more centered around finding information on how to start
business, and the keywords for the interest campaign will be more focused on courses for business. Of course, there
will be keyword overlap between the two groups.

Adwords Campaign: Marketing Objective & KPI
Marketing Objective
Gain 2 new course enrollments through google ad conversions in five days
(How I got “2”: Conversion rate of 5% (as mentioned in assignment)... if budget is $15 a day and each click is about $1.80,
that’s about 8 clicks a day. Over 5 days that’s 40 clicks. 5% of 40 is 2.)

KPI
Number of course sign-ups as conversions from the google ad campaign

Ad Group #1: Awareness Screenshots

Ad Group #1: Awareness Keywords
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

free startup lessons
free startup classes
"how to make a company"
"how to create an online business"
"good business to start"
how to open a company
"startup help"
information on starting a business
"how to create a successful
business"
setting up a company
building a business
"how to create a business"

❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

steps to creating a business
best business to start
"how to create a technology
company"
"how to create a tech organization"
start my own business ideas
"i want to start my own business"
"what is needed to start a business"
build your own business
"best business to start"
"how to create a tech company"
"how to start a startup"

Ad Group #2: Interest Screenshots

Ad Group #2: Interest Keywords
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

entrepreneurship certificate
business training classes
"best business to start"
free startup lessons
learn entrepreneurship online free
good business to start
"how to run a business"
free startup courses
online startup courses
free online business management
courses
online finance courses
free startup classes
free finance courses

❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

how to run a business
management courses
free business classes
online schools for business
management
online entrepreneurship degree
free business lessons
business training courses
"best courses for starting your own
business"
small business management
courses
"how to create a business"
"good business to start"

Adwords Campaign: Key Campaign Results
(Campaign & Ad Groups)
Ad Group

Max.
CPC Bid

Impr.

Clicks

CTR

Avg. Cost
per Click

Conversions

CR

Cost per
Conversion

Cost

Awareness
(Startup
Information)

$3.00

1,710

24

1.40%

$2.59

3

12.50%

$20.70

$62.09

Interest (Startup
Course)

$3.00

1,283

16

1.25%

$1.76

1

6.25%

$28.11

$28.11

2,993

40

1.34%

$2.25

4

10.00%

$22.55

$90.20

Total

Adwords Campaign: Key Campaign Results
(Ads)
Clicks

CTR

Avg. Cost
per Click

Conversions

CR

Cost per
Conversion

7

0.69%

$2.55

1

14.29%

$17.85

Learn to Create A Company
Startup-Ready Skills

17

2.46%

$2.60

2

11.76%

$22.12

Build a Thriving Business
Free Startup Course

9

1.26%

$1.96

1

11.11%

$17.67

Define Your Own Startup
Free Online Course

7

1.24%

$1.49

0

0.00%

$0

Ad

Become an Entrepreneur
Top Online Learning
Provider

Adwords Campaign: Key Campaign Results
(Keywords)
Keyword

Clicks

CTR

Avg. Cost
per Click

Conversions

CR

Cost per
Conversion

Best business to start

5

2.98%

$2.64

1

20.00%

$13.22

Steps to creating a
business

1

4.76%

$2.58

1

100%

$2.58

Information on starting
a business

11

3.14%

$2.68

1

9.09%

$29.48

Adwords Campaign: Campaign Evaluation
●

●
●
●

Did your campaign result in a positive ROI? The ROI is negative because the course is free. However, if a
dollar value is placed on course enrollment, then if the gain of 4 course enrollments is greater than the cost of
$90.20, then the ROI would be higher.
Was the conversion rate higher or lower than expected? The conversion rate was higher than expected; the
expected conversion rate was 5%, whereas the actual conversion rate was 10%
How much did you have to spend per click? How close did you get to your max. CPC bid? The average CPC
was $2.25, which leaves a bit of room from the max of $3.00
Which ad group, ads and keywords led to the highest click through and conversion rates and why might
that have been the case? For ad groups, the awareness had both higher click through and conversion rates
which was unexpected because awareness is supposed to be at an earlier stage at the customer journey; thus,
the awareness ad group performed better simply because the ads themselves were better at converting
customers than the interest ad group. The ad that performed the best was the “Learn to Create a Company”
awareness ad, which is likely due to the simplistic, straightforward nature of the language. It should be noted
that other awareness ad, “Become an Entrepreneur” had a slightly higher conversion rate at 14.29% vs 11.76%.
Similarly, the best performing keyword in rates was [steps to creating a business], a long tail keyword with
simplistic, straightforward language.

Adwords Campaign: Campaign Evaluation
●

●

Looking at the cost per click and the average position of your ad groups, can you infer which kind of
keywords are subject to higher competition in AdWords? All of the keywords I used were long tail
keywords. The highest CPC keywords all were simple phrases such as [how to open a company] and [setting up
a company].
Which keywords performed best for you and why might that have been the case? The keywords with the
highest conversion rates were the ones listed in the previous chart. The keywords with the highest clickthrough
rates are [free business classes], [online startup courses], and [how to open a company] at 10.53%, 9.09%, and
6.45% respectively. Because the total number of conversions is a small sample size, it is hard to say definitively
that a keyword would perform better in a larger-scale setting, but overall, the best performing keywords all
were relevant to the website they were linking to and used simple, straightforward language.

Adwords Campaign: Recommendations
●

●

●

●

Would you focus on certain Ad Groups, ads or keywords? In order to optimize generating
awareness, I would focus on the awareness ad group, as this has the better click through rate
and conversion rate.
Would you change any of your existing ads or keywords or add any new ones? Keyword
wise, I would continue to use the long-tail keywords. I would use keyword tools to find and test
out different long-tail keywords. Ad-wise, I would modify the awareness ad with a CTR lower
than 1% as this was underperforming, and perform an A/B test.
Would you set up an A/B test, and if so, how would you go about it? I would also figure out
how to improve the Interest ad group by running A/B tests; to run an A/B test, I would run one
of the existing Interest ads, and run a different ad with only one different element (such as the
headline), and then compare the results of the two. The same can be done for any of the
awareness ads!
Would you make changes to the landing page, and if so, what kind of changes and why? I
would make sure the landing page is tracking the right conversions. Outside of that, I would
add more images since it’s kind of plain, and perhaps add a video testimonial of someone who
has taken the course.

Adwords Campaign: Example: Ad Groups

Adwords Campaign: Example: Ads

Adwords Campaign: Example: Keywords

Evaluate a Display Advertising
Campaign

Display Image Campaign: Overall Results
Find below the overall results of the Display Image Campaign

Display Image Campaign: ROI
Creative

Image
Campaign

Clicks

1,973

Impressions

282,066

CTR

0.70%

Avg CPC

$0.44

Cost

Conversion
Rate

# New
Students

CPA

ROI +/-

$872.51

0.2%

4

$218

+$324

Display Image Campaign: Ad Results
Review the Ad results below of Creative A and B for Display Image Campaign

A

B

Which Ad Group Performed Better?
Creative

Clicks

Impressi
ons

CTR

Avg CPC

Cost

Creative - A

1,531

216,199

0.71%

$0.45

$686.27

Creative - B

442

65,867

0.67%

$0.42

$186.24

Conversi
on
Rate
.2%

.2%

# of New
Students

CPA

ROI +/-

3

$228.76

$210.73

1

$186.24

$112.76

Creative A performed better than Creative B because it had more impressions and a higher click
through rate. Thus, more people saw Creative A and were also more likely to click on it.
Furthermore, even though Creative B had a lower cost per acquisition, the volume of Creative B was
lower so the total return on investment was lower. Thus, as we are trying to enroll as many as
possible, it makes sense to choose the option with a higher ROI, in addition to the other performance
benefits of Creative A.

Display Image Campaign: Keywords
Marketing online was the best keyword, with a CTR of 1.14% and 236 clicks total.
Online marketing course was the second best keyword, with a lower CTR of 0.59% but a similar
number of clicks (226), thus meaning it got a lot of impressions.
Third and fourth were marketing courses and digital marketing training
Even though the data size for digital media online course was small as it only generated 1 click, it had
by far the best click through rate. Thus, it may be good to look for similar long tail keywords such as
this one to generate a higher aggregate total # of clicks.

Keyword

Clicks

Impressions

CTR

Avg CPC

Cost

1

Marketing online

236

20,750

1.14%

$0.50

$118.64

2

Online marketing course

226

38,259

0.59%

$0.28

$63

3

Digital marketing training

57

8,224

0.69%

$0.54

$30.75

4

Marketing courses

19

1,999

0.95%

$0.27

$5.14

5

Digital media online course

1

25

4.00%

$1.64

$1.64

Display Image Campaign: Optimization
Suggestion 1: Modify the ad copy. The headline and the description repeat real-live projects, so it would be best to change
either the headline or description so as to appear less spam-like, and thus potentially rank better
Suggestion 2: Change the image for creative B. We analyzed that for whatever reason, the image for creative B does not
generate as much impressions and has a lower CTR than the image of creative A. Trying a different image for creative B,
perhaps one that includes people since digital marketing and learning about digital marketing involves people and the first
image also includes people.
Suggestion 3: Keyword additions. Right now there are only 13 keywords; generating more keywords (using a tool such as
keyword planner) that are similar to the top performing keywords could improve the number of impressions and CTR rate.
Display ads tend to focus more on generating awareness, so low CTR rates with high impressions volume are often more
tolerable. Since there was one keyword digital media online course that had a distinctly high CTR rate, it could be good to create a
separate ad group with potentially high CTR long tail keywords such as digital media online course and another ad group with the
more broad search terms to give the advertizer tighter control. The advertiser would also be able to better compare the
performance of keywords and see which ones lead to more conversions. Eventually, the advertizer could make a decision as to
whether or not to use keywords with display ads or text ads.

Display Video Campaign: Overall Results
Find below the overall results of the Display Video Campaign

Display Video Campaign: ROI

Creative

Video Campaign
Results

Clicks

1,892

Impressions

157,517

CTR

1.20%

Cost

Conversion
Rate

# New
Students

CPA

$825.61

0.2%

4

$206.40

Avg CPC

$0.44

ROI +/-

+$370.40

Display Video Campaign: Ad Results
Find below the Ad Results of the Display Video Campaign

A
B
Campaign A - Short Keyword List
Campaign B - Large Keyword List

Which Ad Group Performed Better?
Creative

Clicks

Impressi
ons

CTR

Avg CPC

Cost

Campaign A

453

54,312

0.83%

$0.64

$290.21

Campaign B

1,439

103,205

1.39%

$0.37

$535.40

Conversi
on
Rate
.2%

.2%

# New
Student

CPA

ROI +/-

1

$290.21

+$8.79

3

$178.47

+$361.59

Ad B performed significantly better. It performed better in every category ~ more clicks,
impressions, click through rate, and cost per click. As a result, it had a much higher return on
investment, whereas Ad A’s was incredibly low.

Display Video Campaign: Keywords
Find below the Keyword results for the Display Video Campaign

This is an excerpt of the keyword list, the full list is here

Key Campaign Results (Keywords)
Most successful keywords:
Ad advertisement, online marketing video, course digital marketing, digital learning courses, business
training course
*According to our formula, since there is rounding, only 2 keywords had a sign-up of 1, the rest had 0.
If proportional sign-up values are used, then we could calculate a fairer ROI.
Ad advertisement was the best performing because it had a low average CPC, high CTR, and high
number of impressions. Even though this may not be immediately apparent, a user who purposefully
searches for a rather broad search keyword of “ad advertisement” is not likely going to be looking for
ads just for the sake of enjoyment. Rather, they are probably searching for such a term out of
curiosity about ads, essentially wanting to learn about ads. Also, it probably has low competition,
since it seems to be a bit of a peculiar search and had such as a low average CPC.

Clicks

Impressi
ons

Ad
advertisement

510

24,172

2.11%

$0.17

$85.58

Digital learning
courses

207

14,198

1.46%

$0.31

$64.99

Business
training course

163

17,437

0.93%

$0.63

$103.43

Online
marketing
video

495

42,400

1.17%

$0.51

$253.23

Course digital
marketing

106

8,726

1.21%

$0.43

$45.50

Keyword

CTR

Avg CPC

Cost

Conver
sion
Rate
.2%

.2%

.2%

.2%

.2%

CPA

# New
Studen
ts

ROI +/-

$85.58

1

$213.42

N/A

0

-$64.99

N/A

0

-$103.43

$253.23

1

$45.77

N/A

0

-$45.50

Display Video Campaign: Optimization
Suggestion 1: Modify Keywords of ad A. Though there was a good amount of words in the ad A, they had a much
higher average CPC. This means at least that the keywords were already well separated into two groups since their
separation via average CPC was distinct. The words in ad A perhaps had too much competition from other
advertisers. Thus, I would keep the words in ad A that had a low CPC such as social media marketing, remove some of
the high cost words with low CTR such as social media training, and add in similar words to high performing ones in ad
A or add copied ones from add B.
Suggestion 2: Instead of suggestion 1, Pause ad A and expand ad B. Instead of modifying keywords of ad A, one
could simply pause ad A and expand ad B with keywords that are similar to the high performing words in either A or
B.
Suggestion 3: Try using phrase matches for lower CTR words. Since all the keywords are of broad match types, it
would be better to add some other match types, one being phrase matches. Using phrase matches for low CTR,
particularly ones that also have high impressions, can help optimize the campaign. One such keyword that could
benefit is social media training. Adding it to phrase match could help eliminate those who may be thinking about how
to become a social media celebrity or do physical/weight/running training and posting it on social media.

Display Campaign: Recommendations
I would set up an A/B test with video ads much like what is already done
here, except with perhaps more versions. I would put definitively high
performing keywords in one ad, and then put newer keywords that haven’t
been tried yet in another ad, and see which ones perform better. In another
A/B test, I can group by match type. In another, I can do short vs. long tail.\
I would follow many of my previous suggestions with regards to keywords.
I would add additional keywords, particularly for the image campaign since the
list is so short. I would add similar keywords to high performing keywords in
both image and video campaigns as well.

Display Campaign: Recommendations
Assuming the landing page is dmnd.udacity.com, I would add metatag
information to the html. I would more prominently feature Udacity, and why
udacity is a quality educational provider so that the site seems more
trustworthy. I would also modify the graphic design but that is not the scope
of this course. These suggestions would help improve the page rank on
google.
I would add conversion tracking as well! Conversion will give us a more
accurate representation of the conversion rate for our campaigns and for
specific ads and keywords, rather than just assuming what the conversion rate
is.

Recommendations for future campaigns
Since the focus is on display ads is awareness/interest, and the campaign
objective is to generate as many sign-ups as possible, then we should continue
to focus on high impression keywords that have decent CTR rates. The CTR
rate can be an indicator of how relevant the keyword search is to the actual
content of the page. High impression keywords may generate sign-ups later,
outside of the campaign date, as they plant the seed of the existence.

Market with Email

Email Marketing: Content Assumption
I begin with the assumption that they are already
subscribed to the e-mail list via an e-book link e-mail.

Email Marketing: Content
Email Content Plan
Email Topic

Email #1

Subscription success! Find
out about our digital
marketing program inside!

Email #2

Meet Michelle, a success
story about Udacity’s digital
marketing program!

Email #3

Sign up for Udacity’s Digital
Marketing program before
the deadline!

Marketing Objective

KPI

Engagement

Number of opens

Engagement

Number of clicks on
embedded video

Conversion

Number of enrollments
on
https://www.udacity.com/
course/digital-marketing-n
anodegree--nd018

Email Marketing: Email #1
Email Content Plan
Subject Line

Body Summary

●
Subscription
success! Find out
about our digital
marketing
program inside!

●
●

●
●

Thank and welcome the user
for subscribing
Let the user know that they will
be receiving updates and news!
Let them know that Udacity is
there to help them with their
educational goals
Provide a little bit of
information on DMND
Provide a button to click to
direct them to
dmnd.udacity.com

Visual

Picture of woman
learning on her
laptop at a coffee
shop

CTA

Discover DMND

Link

dmnd.udacity.co
m

Email Marketing: Email #2
Email Content Plan
Marketing Objective

Subject Line

CTA

Engagement

Meet Michelle, a success
story about Udacity’s
digital marketing program!

Hear More Stories

Email Marketing: Email #3
Email Content Plan
Marketing Objective

Subject Line

CTA

Conversion

Sign up for Udacity’s Digital
Marketing program before
the deadline!

Enroll Now

Email Marketing: Email Campaign Calendar
Week 1
M

T

W

Week 2

Th

F

M

Em
ail
#1
Em
ail
#2
Em
ail
#3
KEY PHASES

Planning

Tests

Send

Analyze

T

W

Th

Week 3
F

M

T

W

Th

Week 4
F

M

T

W

Th

F

Email Marketing: Email Copy: Email #1
Subject Line: Subscription success! Find out about our digital marketing program inside!
Body: Thank you for signing to our e-mail list, with exclusive perks and invites.
You are now part of our e-mail list, with exclusive perks and invites.
Udacity welcomes you to the tools needed to achieve your career goals in the technology industry.
Based off your subscription, we think you may be interested in our digital marketing nanodegree (DMND)! Why is it so great?
●
Complete portfolio projects with real-world tools such as Google Adwords and Facebook Ad Manager
●
Learn from industry-leading instructors
●
Gain a career boost through our mentor program and Career Resource Center
●
Earn a verifiable certificate to show employers!
Empower your career today!
CTA: Discover DMND
Link for CTA: dmnd.udacity.com

Email Marketing: Email Screenshot: Email #1

Email Marketing: Email Screenshot: Email #1

Email Marketing: Email Screenshot: Email #1

Email Marketing: Email Screenshot: Email #1

Email Marketing: A/B Testing Email
A/B Testing

Email #1

Subject Line

CTA

Welcome to Udacity!

Find Your Path

A/B Testing is important so an organization can get the most engagement and conversions from their target
audience. Certain subject lines may appeal to the target market more (open rate); similarly, certain CTAs will fuel high
conversion rates better.
To test this out, we need to test one variable at a time. To test two different versions of subject lines, We would send
out two different e-mails where everything is the same except for the subject line; to test two different versions of a
CTA, we would send another two different e-mails where everything is the same except for the CTA. To determine an
appropriate sample size, we would calculate it using a tool such as Optimizely.
After performing the A/B test, we would analyze the results based off our marketing objectives and KPI; whchever
e-mail performed better would indicate which subject line (or CTA) is more optimal for the target audience.

Email Marketing: Results Email #1
Results and Analysis

Sent

Delivered

Opened

Opened Rate

Bounced

2500

2250

495

22%

225

Email Marketing: Results Continued Email #1
Results and Analysis

Clicked

CTR

Take Action

Conversion

Unsubscribed

180

8%

75

3.33%

30

Email Marketing: Unsubscribing
If someone unsubscribes from an e-mail list, we need to ensure that their
e-mail is no longer on the e-mail subscription list. It is illegal to continue to
send e-mails after someone unsubscribes from an e-mail list as it becomes
spam e-mail. Furthermore, sending spam e-mail can result in your ISP
shutting down your web service, your website hosting provider terminating
the agreement to host your site, and/or a loss of customers. Just because
someone unsubscribes from the list, that doesn’t mean they are no longer a
potential customer, so they shouldn’t be annoyed.

Email Marketing: Final Recommendations
In order to be successful at Email #2 and Email #3… First, I would analyze the results from Email #1.
Then I would plan out email #2. I would run A/B Tests on the subject line and CTA for email #2.
After getting back the stats on e-mail #2’s A/B Test and selecting the appropriate subject line and
CTA, I would send out email #2. A couple days later, I would analyze the results. I would repeat for
email #3.
I also discovered that it is useful to both plan out the e-mail ahead of time, and then plan and play
around with text and layout in MailChimp. I felt differently about my preplanned text once I placed it
in MailChimp because I got a better understanding of how the text would appear and read to a
customer, so I changed the text as needed. Still, it was useful to write outside of MailChimp because
it made the MailChimp process faster as there were less variables to worry about.

